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tid - time
murgröna - ivy
murgröna 2
murgröna for Joakim Norling
sista murgrönan
och chó - and dog (Swedish and Vietnamese)
ek eko - oak echo
jorden roterar - earth rotates
eko ko och ok - Swedish echo cow and yoke
ek ko eko - oak cow echo
ek träd och fåglar - oak trees and birds
ekototem - echototem
ekko tribute to Pierre Garnier - det är alltid Auschwitz 

för korna och ekarna - it is always Auschwitz for 
cows and oaks

ö - isle (French and Swedish)
fågel och bäck - bird and brook
evighet - eternity
ån - the brook
fred - peace

efterord av John M. Bennett - afterword by John M.
Bennett
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AFTERWORD

The translinguistic visual poetry of Uruguayan poet 
Claude Nguyen is unique in its simple and at the 
same time conceptually complex design.  Nguyen 
is fluent in several languages, which lends consi-
derable depth to what he does, as often his works 
function in several tongues at once.  Here he works 
with Swedish, but the poems speak in more than just 
Swedish.  Take the one playing with the words “tid” 
and “dit”: these words, really the same word in two 
directions, might mean in English “time, bit, there”, 
but “dit” is also French, and “tidbit”, the English 
word, is strongly implied as well.  So three letters 
arranged into two words becomes a much longer 
poem, perhaps referring to “biting a tidbit of what 
time said”, or “saying a bit of what time bites”, and 
so on.  Another example, from the poem “murgrö-
na”, a Swedish word and meaning “ivy”, includes 
the line “murmarmermormyrmur”, a cluster of words 
from Spanish and French, (with one Swedish word, 
“myr”, and “mor”, a word with functions in nume-
rous languages), which strongly suggests “murmur” 
(English) “murmurar” (Spanish), and so on.  Nguyen 
has achieved what all great poetry does, and does 
so using only a very few letters and words, which he 
arranges to unveil their swarming connections to all 
human language.  His presentations of his poems as 
visual and graphic fields, with strong color elements, 
makes his work an endless source of fascination.

John M. Bennett
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What attracted me to the Swedish language 
was both concreteness and astrality, which 
allows spatialization and affective opposition.

After studying at the “Ecole Nationale 
Superieure des Beaux Arts in Paris”, Claude 
Nguyen moved towards visual poetry. For 15 
years he lived next to the house of poet Pier-
re Garnier, which was decisive. He has wor-
ked for several years with live painting with 
composers of acousmatic music in France and 
in Germany. Today he participates in visual 
poetry exhibitions in South America and lives 
in Montevideo, Uruguay.


